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Question 1 [20]

Give any five examples of national laws that are relevant to conservation in Namibia, and explain their

roles.

Question 2 [25]

Use the following information to answer Questions 2.1 and2.2.

An engineeris planning the electricity supply for an isolated city. She wants to make the system as energy

efficient and environmentally friendly as possible, but her options are limited. The two options sheis

considering are as follows.

Option 1: coal-burning power station on a coal field approximately 300 km from the Windhoek,with high-

voltage transmission lines between them.

Option 2: diesel powerstation in the city of Windhoek, generating powerat the desired voltage (250 V

AC).

In Option 1, the efficiency of the various stages in the processis as follows.

¢ efficiency of the generating plant (coal to electricity) = 60%

e efficiency of the long-distance, high-voltage transmission lines = 90%

¢ efficiency of the transformers to convert high voltage to 250 V in the city = 90%

In Option 2, the diesel power station is approximately 60% efficient (oil fuel to electricity, ready to use).

2.1 Calculate what percentageof the coal’s energy reachesthecity. [5]

2.2 Onekilogram of diesel-oil fuel used contains 8000 KJ of energy.

How muchofthe energy containedin the diesel-oil fuel is not converted to electricity when burnt

in the powerstation? [5]

Question 3 [20]

Explain latitudinal gradients of species richness using examples.

Question 4 [10]

Using examples distinguish between an ecological resource and an economic resource.



Question 5 [10]

Nameand explain anyfive distinct problems involved with captive breeding programs.

Question 6

Whatfactors will determine whethera single large reserve or several small reserves will contain more

species? Explain.

Question 7 [20]

7.1. Whydo islands have such impressive numbers of endemic species? [5]

7.2. Whatis a biodiversity hotspot? [5]

73 Provide an example from your text or lectures thatillustrates your understanding of

over-exploitation andits threat to biodiversity. [10]

THE END
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